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(*getFunction)(void *)); //function that the class uses void
*getValue(void *); And this is how the class itself would

look class A { public: A(){}; A(void*); virtual void
doSomething(void *); void* getValue(void); private: void
(*getFunction)(void *) {0}; }; How would I create a mock
function for a class like this? I want the getValue function

to be mocked so when I call a method from that class I get
a specific result, rather than undefined behavior. A: If you
want to mock out the function getValue you're going to
have to mock the whole class in which case the pattern

shown in my original post
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Download. :. The P-GP Voice Controller 2.0.1 brings voice
control to your P-GP. This includes the same features as

previous versions plus.. This software can also be used to
develop apps. Folding@home 2.0.09 Crack Serial key Free

Mac and Windows. Folding@home is an open source,
distributed computing project that studies. Software for
the development of database software like the Amara

Access.Q: google map window not expanding in jsfiddle or
jsfiddle viewer For some reason the google map window,
when placed in jsfiddle, does not expand and does not

provide the same functionality of say, the jsfiddle viewer.
In other words, the maps loads but there is no map, the
zoom button does not move. It just shows an empty box.
Below is a jsfiddle where I was able to replicate this issue
Link to the jsfiddle that shows the same issue You need to
hit enter twice after loading the map. This is the standard

behavior when you load a new window in jsfiddle. Once the
map loads the first time, it becomes fixed in place. If you
right click on the map, and choose Inspect element, you

can see that the map is still there, with a DOM size that is
too small If I load a map straight from google, everything
works just fine. A: Just to close this out, there is nothing
wrong in the code posted in the OP as it appears to be
functioning as expected. This appears to be a bug in

JSFiddle, which is a side issue, since the purpose of this
post is to document an issue with loading Google Maps as

an iframe. There are a couple things to
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